Fracturesis Jointitis: Causes, Symptoms, and Treatment in Groundwater Communities.
Fracturesis Jointitis is a grammatical disorder characterized by failure or inability to understand the difference between overarching and specific terms of brittle deformation features. The disorder leads to the use of the word "fracture" as a specific type of discontinuity rather than as an overarching term for mechanical breaks in rocks. This condition appears to be prevalent among groundwater practitioners working with fractured rocks. Common signs and symptoms of Fracturesis Jointitis include the use of terms such as "joints and fractures" and "joints, faults and fractures" when describing fractures in rocks. At best, such terms imply that a "fracture" is one of many kinds of features like joints and faults, and at worst that joints and faults are not fractures but something else. Using proper terms to identify specific fracture types is critical because fractures may act as either barriers to groundwater flow (e.g., faults or deformation bands) or conduits for flow (e.g., faults and joints), The treatment for Fracturesis Jointitis involves an education campaign highlighting to the groundwater community the different fracture types that exist, the modes by which fractures propagate and the role that these fractures play in facilitating or hindering groundwater flow. Those afflicted by Fracturesis Jointitis can be cured of the condition by avoiding the word "fractures" in phrases such as "joints and fractures" or by adding descriptive words before the word "fractures" to specify fracture types (e.g., "foliation-parallel" fractures). Only with a concerted education campaign can we rid our community of Fracturesis Jointitis.